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I. Introduction: Types of Backgrounds and Their General Character 

The shielding masks currently at use in several of the currant experiaent* 
at PEP are the result of an early (~ 1977) organized effort to understand the 
sources of particle background expected at PEP, followed by the evolution of the 
conceptual designs into actual hardware (~ 197B-I979). A designated group 
commissioned to study backgrounds consisted of: Bill Ash, Al Clark (chairman), 
John Kadyk, Ed Miller, Pier Oddone, and Ben Shen. The degree and kind of back
ground particle loading which could be tolerated was expected to differ signi
ficantly among the different experiments, and several designs emerged from the 
common study. Qualitatively, the types of radiations studied were: Synchrotron 
Radiation (SR), Beam Gas Bremsstrahlung (BGB), and, to a limited extent others, 
e.g. Electroproduction (EP). Calculations will be given of predicted occupancies 
in the pipe counter and other sensitise elements at small radius, since these 
will be most susceptible to the 5R and BGB backgrounds. The calculations pre
sented in this note are specific to the Mark II detector. (During a one yaax 
interval when I was away, George Trilling consented to bear the responsibility 
for the Mark II masking, for which I am very grateful and indebted.) 

Some general statements will be made first about the character of each of 
the various types of backgrounds considered, then some detailed calculations 
made for application to the Hark 11 detector. Figure 1 shows the layout of the 
PEP ring and straight sections near the Interaction Regions. (We will call the 
Interaction Regions, abbreviated as IR, the experimental area between the inner
most insertion quadrupoles. The center of the luminous region of the colliding 
beams will be called the Interaction Point or IF). Below is a table giving some 
of the PEP design parameters. This will be referred to as the "standard" PEP 
design, or sometimes as "AC*." 

TABLE I 
Some PEP Design parameters (AC*) 
General Machine Parameters: 

Beam Energy E • 15 Gev 
Beam Current ( 3 bunches) I > 55 ma 

* Work supported by the Department of Energy, contract DE-AC03-76BF00515. 
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e per Bunch 
Peak Luminosity 
Machine Circumference 
Beam Collision Frequency 
Synchrotron Radiation Power per Bean 
-Installed R. F. power 
Transverse Damping Time 
Horizontal TUne 
Vertical Tune 
Maximum Tune shift 
X - V Coupling Coefficient 
Beam Energy Spread 

Interaction Point parameters: 
Horizontal Beta 
Horizontal Beam Size (betatron, size 

only) 
Mosentuir. Dispersion 

N = 0.83 X 1 0 1 2 

£ max = l.o x 10 ̂  
2 jt M = 220Q m 
f = 1*09 wis 
P s = 1.46 MW 
P R F = 6.0 MW 

-1 -2 sec cir. 

T d = 0.0O82 s 
vx = 21.25 
v y = 18.75 

<*U* = °'°6 

K = 0.26 
6 = ^p 0.10$ (MIS) 

K x • Z. 6 m V e r t i Betas £ = 0.11 
0 e=0.6omia Vertical: c = o.C^Onr 
x[3 y 
H* = - 0.i9mir, 
xtot 0.75 E K Horizontal Beam Size (Total) 

fl. Synchrotron Radiation fSR) Background 
This background results frorc bending of e beam particles in the magnetic 

field of: (1) the last dipole magnets before the straight section (principally 
the lattice or high-field dipole), and (2) the insertion guadrupoles, Ql and C2. 
The background consists of a very large number of low energy photons: there 
are ~ lO photons generated by the insertion quads alone, with an average energy 
of about 2 kev. Photons with energies above an adsorptive cut-off value for a 
given beam pipe material (~ 20 kev for aluminum, ~ 5 keV for berylliuir) will 
penetrate the pipe and deposit energy in sensitive elements of the detector by 
photoelectric absorption and Compton scattering. Since very large numbers of 
photons are involved, the pulse-to-pulse variation of energy deposit is snail, 
and this results in a relatively sharp turn-on/turn-off level for a detector 

with a fixed threshold, such as a scintillation counter, or a rather constant-
amplitude analogue signal, such as current in a proportional counter. This is 
to be contrasted with bean-gas events, which occur with "poor statistics" an.3 
axe characterized by large fluctuations in energy deposit, some evidence for 
the characteristics are given in Appendix C. 

To be quantitative, the power radiated per meter of path by one e* of energy 
E (Gev) in a field B (Tesla) is: 



p 

where p is the radius of curvature of the 6" orbit in meters. The average 
photon energy, (u), is simply related to the critical energy, u : 

<u) = - £ - u = o. 31 n . 
15/3 c c 

and: uc(keV) = 0.666 E B = 2.22 E^/p 

All SR spectra can be scaled from a normalised spectrutr in terms of the variable 
{u/u ), a= photon energy (Fig. A-l). The rate of y emission per unit bend angle 
is then given by the simple formula! 

dK 1 

^ = -i Pyfiri i 20 E(GeV> rad"1 

The SR is emitted strongly forward along a line tangent to the e~ trajectory, 
and inside a cone having the very small half angle 9 - »/E. The radiation so 
emitted from the last itain bending magnet has a critical energy u = h^, keV 

12 c 

(B = 0. 3 T), and a radiated flux of •» l.Jx 10 photons/meter of radiating 
pathlengthj inside a cone of — 0.03 mrad half angle. Most of this background 
strikes the walls of the vacuum pipe in the straight section, or is stopped at 
the 36 tr. or 51 rc masks. However, there is some SK emitted from the last few 
centimeters of the orbit in this magnet which escap&s past these two masks, 
and strikes the wall of the vacuum pipe in the vicinity of Ql, 02 as can be 
seen in Tig. 2b, if not shielded at this point this becomes a serious source 
of background. Such a problem was anticipated by the background study group, 
and was felt to be tractible by shielding locally when and if it occurred 'it 
did,'). In actual experience with PEP, this background was encountered, and 
adequately suppressed with a few layers of thin (~ i/6") lead sheet around 
the beam pipe, and over openings in Ql and £2. The problem affected only the 
outermost Mark II elements, the outer muon detector proportional tubes, the 
photon energies being too low to penetrate further in. The characteristic 
narrow distribution in energy deposit mentioned earlier was observed (see 
Appendix Cj. It was necessary to shield with lead sheet only as far in toward 
«ark II as the 8.7 m mask, where the SR was stopped, softer SR fror the low-
field bend magnets (u = 3 keV) strikes the beam pipe closer to the ££f^but 
is of much lower intensity and is much less penetrating. 

The only other sources of SR are the insertion guadrupoles. because 
these radiation sources are relatively very close to the detector, shielding 
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is a much more difficult problem, in fact, this is the major source of potential 
12 SB background to the experiment, with nearly 10 photons being radiated toward 

the detector per collision from these quads,which are located only 10- 12m frorv 
the IP. 

B. Beam-Gas Bremsstrahlung (BGB) 
+ Collisions between the circulating e~ in the stored beans and the residual 

gas in the vacuum pipe are called beam-gas (BG) collisions. Inelastic BG colli
sions which result in sufficient energy loss that the scattered electron is no 
longer in the energy acceptance of PEP (£E/E ~ 0,5?) will be quickly lost, This 
is the dominant loss mechanism at higher machine energies, and since it usually 
occurs via a radiative collision, it is called beam-gas bremsstrahlung (BGB). 
The partial lifetime for this process scales as ~ l/p, where P = residual 

-8 pressure in the vacuum pipe. For an average pressure of ~ 10 torr, the 
partial beam lifetime is a few hours. (See Ref. 2 for calculation of this and 
other beam loss mechanisms.) Such off-energy scattered beam particles are 
quickly swept out of the beam in the arcs of PEP, but when occurring in the 
straight sections (»- 120 m long), the scattered e~ continues to travel nearly 
in its initial direction! i.e., straight along the beam direction, until reaching 
the insertion quadrupole doublets at [z| ~ 10- 12 m. At this point, many of 
these degraded electrons are "overfocused" and deflected into the bear- pipe. 
In the absence of shielding, the showers resulting would create serious back
ground problems in the Mark II resulting in spurious digitizations in a variety 
of detector components and intolerably high trigger rates. The y's emitted 
from the BGB collisions generally cause no problems since they continue straight 
along the beam axis through the detector and out on the opposite side without 
striking the wall of the vacuum system. 

C. Coulomb Scattering (CS) 
Elastic or quasi-elastic scattering of the beam by residual gas can result 

in beats particles having large betatron amplitudes, yet they can still pass 
through the bending arcs in PEP since they have the full beam energy and are 
still synchronous with the accelerating rf voltage. They may continue in orbit 
until their amplitude damps down to more nearly average values, or, if the 

+ amplitude is sufficiently large, these scattered e may strike an aperture 
limit in the vacuum pipe system. If this happens close to the detector, severe 
electron shower background can result. Estimates indicate that es is important 
in determining beam lifetimes at lower energies (it is comparable to BGB at "5 Gev), 
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but that it is not a large component of beam loss at high energies (T ~ 5c 

2 c s 

hours at E = 15 GeV). The CS partial beam lifetime scales as ~ E /p. Although 
beam lifetime is not dominated by CS at PEP, there is evidence that background 
from electron showers caused by this mechanism can play a prominent role.-'" 

At present, shower background is tolerable for the Mark II detector, being 
noticeable in only a few percent of the genuine events of interest and resulting 
in a trigger rate < 2 Hz. However, it could increase to an unacceptable level 
if beam currents were increased substantially in achieving higher luminosities. 
If this were to occur, it is likely that the background from the CS mechamsr 
can be controlled by installing movable beam scrapers at one or more positions 
around the PEP ring, the "halo" induced by CS being stopped by a scraper suffi
ciently Sax from the detectors, 

D. Other Machine-Produced Backgrounds 
Other mechanisms'of various kinds also are potential causes of backgrcjr.es; 

[I) Electroproduction near the IPt BG events near '7. = 0 which create valid 
triggers from the large-angle charged secondary particles (usually hadrons; 
which result, (2} Bean "burps": simultaneous loss of a large number of bear 
particles, presumably due to sor.e beam instability or power transient. •' «; Elec
trical noise pickup: most often (:) due to ultra high frequency rf generated 
by the short (~ k cm) beam bunches passing by a discontinuity in bean pipe cross 
section. (1) is largely unavoidable once the pressure in the IR has been reduced 
as much as possible, and it usually can be eliminated in the analysis stage by 
appropriate cuts on the data (e.g., total energy). Normally this is not con
sidered to be a serious problem, but one which must be reckoned with. ;_) Bea-
burps cause a large fraction of the Mark 31 components to "light up," makir.3 
these ever.ts easy to recognise and dispose of. Fortunately, they occur rela
tively rarely, and therefore are not a serious problem. (3) Electrical r.oise 
was a considerable problem at SPEAR, caused principally by rf noise induced 
by passage of beam bunches, and manifested by spurious signals in the drift 
chamber and liquid argon preamplifiers. Although design peak beair. currents 
are <v 10 times larger at PEP than at SPEAK, there has been DO problem encĉ r.-
tered due to this effect. This is perhaps because the preamplifier boxes wei-.-
rebuilt and repositioned to help minimize rf pickup when Mark II was moved tc 
PEP, and the central beam pipe was changed from the thin stainless steel corru
gated tube, relatively transparent to rf radiation, to a pipe of aluminur. with 

In essence, the present Mark II charged particle trigger requires at least four 
out of seven wire layers, distributed throughout the sixteen total drift chamber 
cylindrical layers, have a digitization, plus two tracks digitize at least through 
the loth layer, subtending a minimum angle of 36 0 and be found by the secondary 
trigger logic. The neutral trigger rate is comparatively wall {- o.l-c.2 us). 

http://backgrcjr.es
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• 2mm wall thickness. Some electrical noise was experienced also from switching 
(SCR's) in dc power supplies at SPEAR, but no such problems have been £.>eu at 
PEP. 

These last three backgrounds will not be further discussed. The other 
mechanisms will now be examined in more detail. 

II. BACKGROUND CALCULATIONS AND MASK DESIGN (AC*) 
A. philosophy of Mask Design 

The principal backgrounds that must be suppressed by the masking system 
are SR and BG. These are fundamentally quite different types of backgrounds, 
but some common techniques nay be used in the efforts to suppress there. First, 
the attenuation is typically quite large for each scatter or incidence of a 
SR photon or of a degraded BGB electron upon a surface. For example, reflec
tivities of a few percent are typical at the energies of the SR encountered. 
Thus, the larger the number of "bounces" or interactions which the background 
radiation «ust execute before entering the sensitive region, the larger the 
attenuation. The philosophy adopted was that at least two interactions should 
be required by the mask georaetry. Second, the scatter or interaction generally 
results in more or less isotropic secondary radiation, so that minimizing the 
solid angle from the scattering source to the detector components can result 
in a great reduction in background. This suggests that the scattering or 
interaction sources, i. e., the masks, be kept as far from the sensitive corpo-
nents as possible. In this regard, some experience exists elsewhere wherein 
dense masks were placed wall within one meter of the IP, and these turned out 
to be very serious background sources. Another principle should be adhered 
to with regard to electron showers: a small amount (~ few radiation lengths) 
of masking material can do far more harm than no mask at all, serving only to 
develop the shower from perhaps a single e~ to a large cascade of many e . 
Therefore, masks for suppressing showers should be many (~ 30-ho) radiation 
lengths thick to do an effective job, and should have the minimum physical 
thickness consistent with this, i.e., it should be made of dense and high-z 
material. The reason for this latter advice is that most "leakage" from masks 
is due to "edge scattering," which is proportional to the mask thickness. 
Materials which are good in these respects are tungsten, uranium and tantalum, 
though only the latter is considered acceptable inside the PEP vacuum system. 
Lead, although having high 2, is somewhat in lacking density and is also not 
good in vacua. 
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B. Geometry 

The studies of the SR ?.nd BCB backgrounds resulted in conceptual scheme 
involving only two types of masks; (1) a mask near |z| = 9m to stop the 
residual SR from the last lattice dipole, and (2) a mask near | Z [ = 3 tn to 
stop degraded electrons from BGB and further collimate the SR. The 9 m mask 
need only be thin to stop SR, but since it intercepts a substantial flux of 
BG electrons, it should have adequate thickness (in X 's) to stop electron 
showers as well. The mask near \z\ - 3m is conceptually as shown schematically 
in Fig. 3 {the "Wilier" design in the Mark II case). Here there is a "plug" 
of 30- *+0 X of dense material with a circular aperture extending to small 
radius, 29 mm in the present instance (vertical beam-stay-cli>ar). To this 
plug is attached a "snout" nearly a meter long, which is intended for shielding 
the detector against the "spray" of radiation off the inner edge of the plug. 
This scheme satisfies the criterion for two "bounces" before radiation can 
penetrate the beam pipe and enter the detector proper. 

As might be expected, such an idealized design was not practical, giver. 
the engineering difficulties and the constraints of time, money and the vacuuir. 
system. It evolved into the actual design shown schematically in Fig. k. Here, 
the plug has been approximated by a series of external lead and tungsten absorbers, 
narrowing finally to a throat of tantalum inside the vacuum pipe surrounded by 
tungsten outside. The snout was replaced by layers of lead sheet (-» 3/8" thick) 
wrapped around the "outer cone" (Figs, k, 6), Most of the features of the con
ceptual design are kept in the practical design, including the criteria for at 
least two x interactions, and adequate thickness of dense material. 

The mask at j Z | «- 9 m , shown in Fig. 7, has a rectangular aperture at beam-
stay-clear both vertically and horizontally, and the walls are lined with tantalum 
plates (3mm on sides, and 6mm top and bottom). These Ta liners Are 15 cm thick 
along Z, corresponding to about 38 X , and they are in good thermal contact with 
the copper body which has provision for water cooling. This is insurance against 
the (remote) possibility that the higher-order-mode power generated by the tapering 
cross section of the mask should be all absorbed locally (~ 100 watts at design 
beam current). There is a ^ma Cu wall containing the vacuum, and immediately 
outside in the horizontal plane are lead blocks extending outwards an additional 
2" on each side. This mask is intended to stop both 5R and degraded electrons, 
and shadows the 3 m mask in both vertical and horizontal planes from direct hits 
by beam electrons (see phase-space diagrams and discussion in Section H E ) . In 
addition, the 3m mask shadows the beam pipe inside the detector from a direct 
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•path to 9 m mask which is a "hot" shower source. Increasing somewhat the 
diameter of the 3 m mask would allow background from the 9 m mask to strike 
the 7" diameter Mark II beam pipe, while decreasing it would result in more 
SR backscattering from the opposite side mask (see next section), and would 
also violate beam-stay-clear. Thus, the 3m mask is approximately optimized. 
The 9m mask stops the SR from the last lattice dipole, and referring to Figs. 
2, k and 5 the lead sheeting mentioned earlier wrapped around the beam pipe 
between the 9 m mask and Ql attenuated the SR striking the beam pipe upstream 
of this mask. 

Given in Table II are the locations and aperture sizes of the masks, 
central beam pipe and some other important aperture limits. Also given are the 
energy depositions due to SI photots striking these apertures, as well as BGB electron 
hits per beam bunch. These quantities are determined as described in next two 
sections. 

C. Calculations of Synchrotron Radiation from gl.QS 
An estimate will be made in this section of the effect of SR generated by 

the insertion quadrupole magnets. The flux, average energy and direction of 
the radiation generated clearly depends sensitively on the PEP configuration 
(e.g., beam size, quad, strengths, etc,) and beam energy, while the amount of 
SR detected depends on the local geometry (masks, beam pipes, detector locations, 
and the relative solid angles between these) and the properties of the materials 
( reflectivity, trar-smittance for SR photons). 

What has been done xs to make use. of a computer simulation^ of the SR process 
in Ql and Q2, given the strengths of these elements and the beam phase space 
entering Q2 (going toward the X?). Moreover, the actual geometry of the vacuum 
and masking system is also used by this program to calculate both the number 
and energy distribution of SR photons striking the apertures (masks, beam pipes, 
etc.) in the vacuum pipe system in the IR. The next step is to calculate the 
scattered or reflected flux re-radiated toward sensitive detector components. 
The final step is to compute what flux actually is absorbed in an element, in 
our case the pipe counter or vertex detector, after scattering once more (or 
possibly penetrating) the beam pipe near |z| = 0. These last two computations 
have been done by hand. 

Since the field varies linearly with radius in the quads, and is zero on 
axis, the amount and energy of SR depends rather critically on the beam phase 
Space, and the centering of the beam on the magnetic axis. The ratio of vertical 



Table II. Masks: Locations, Apertures, and Incident Backgrounds (K = 0,30 

Mask 
or pipe 2 loca t ion 

X-Aperture 
(nan) 

Y-Aperture 
(mm) 

SR energy 
(kev/bunch; 

1.505 X lO 5 

BGB hits/bur.ch 

9 m mask -8.685 ±33 i7^ 

SR energy 
(kev/bunch; 

1.505 X lO 5 30U x lc" -

• ' -3.0O7 ±75 ±75 0 
30U x lc" -

/ -5 .586 ±60 ±60 O 3t. 

| - t - 635 ±U8 ±1*6 

O 
0 

1 -3-315 ±38 ±38 1.91.x 10 3 197. 
3 in mask -3 .027 ±31 ±31 fe.87* IO" 

5 .03^ 10^ 
73-

| - 2 . 9 * ±30 *30 
fe.87* IO" 
5 .03^ 10^ li. 

I -2.781 429 ±29 1.25U >' 10 7 

2. OS x 10 
22. 

\ -2.600 ±29 ±29 
1.25U >' 10 7 

2. OS x 10 £.2 

-1.600 ±1U9 ±il»9 0 0 

Central -0 .760 ±85 ±85 0 0 

bean- 0 ±90 ±90 0 0 

pipe +0.780 ±B= ±85 0 0 
I +1.600 t U ? ±119 0 c 

/ +2.600 *2? ±29 6.9&X ID 6 

251. 

/ +2. 78I ±29 +2^ 
— A 

1.27X lO 8 8.6 
+2.901+ ±30 ±3<= 0 -

3 p mask +3.027 *3l ±31 0 -

+3. 315 ±38 ±38 0 -

I +t.635 ±48 ±48 0 -I +5-588 ±60 ±60 0 -
+8.007 ±75 475 0 -

9 tn mask +8.685 ±33 Hh 3. l l x 10- ~ 

DISCLAIMER 
Thii report t a prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of lhe United Stale* 
Government. Neither tile United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their 
employees, males any warranty, cipress or implico, or assume! any tag*! liability or responsi
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or 
process disclosed, or represents (hat its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, 
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views 
and opinions or authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the 
United Stales Government or any sgency thereof. 
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and horizontal beam size is determined by the coupling parameter, K = -*• •*= , 

°x\ y where a are the bean sizes, and p" are the betatron values. Assuming the x,y x,y 
beam envelope to be gaussian and well-centered, most of the SH is due to bean 
particles of " l-2o displacement. However these photons do not strike any-
thing, since the maximum angular divergence corresponding to la at Ql in the 
vertical (y) plane is only 0.30 mr for K = C.25, approximately the design 
coupling. At the 3 a mask on the other side of the IP from the Ql source, a 
displacement of only k.1 mm of these photons occurs, compared with a mask radius 
of 29 mm, which is the narrowest vacuum pipe restriction. Clearly only bean 
particles having many o, and/or much larger coupling can result in SB photons 
scattering on this mask, it is, in fact, backscattering from the downstream 
3 m mask that contributes most of the SR background, as can be seen froir. Table 
II. The fact that much more SR strikes the downstream than the upstteam cask 
is explained by the greater distance from the sources Ql anC Q2 in which spreading 
occurs. It is known that the coupling K effectively increases towards unity in 
the "tails" of the beam particle distribution (for =s off), Implying that the 
population is non-gaussian (this may well be due to dominance in this halo regior. 
by Coulomb scatters). As an example of the sensitivity to K, the ratio of SB 
photons striking the downstream Jm mask for K = l.O ana r = 0.25 is about 
120, and this comes frora the '30 co 50 beam population mostly. Since the bear, 
size is ff„(G2) ~ 1.3mm and 0 (21) ~ 2.7mm for K = 0.25, it is apparent 
that steering off the magnetic center by a few mm can lead to very large S R 
background increases. 

The next step in the SR background estimate is to determine the "reflectivity" 
of the materials struck by the largest flux of SR, From Table II, this is flux 
striking the downstream 3m mask, and the thin (O.Offj" thick/ aluminum high-
order-mode (h.o.m, ) screen (see Fig. 6). We will need the reflectivity of both 
aluminum and tantalum. There are, in general, three processes contributing to 
photon backscattering: 1} Corcpton scattering, 2) Rayleigh scattering, and ;-
fluorescence. Only the first two of these play a role in the case of Al, since 
the photoelectric absorption edges are at very low energies for this material 
(K edge is ~ 1.5 keV). Moreover, the photoelectric absorption cross section 
is such that the screen is nearly transparent to photons above 20 Jtev energy, 
but is opaque to photons below this energy; this is also true of the 2 torn thick 
central beam pipe. The screen will be a very important scattering source when 
we consider (in a later note) the replacement of the Al by a beryllium beam 

*part of the 3 m mask is tungsten (Z = 7^), but tantalum (z = 73) is taken for 
both parts as a sufficiently good approximation. 
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pipe, since Be transmits photons very well down to 5 keV. In Fig. 8 is shovr. 
the incident flux, reflectivity,* ana reflected flu* for the Al h.o.m. screes. 

There is in the case of Ta the addition-ii emission of fluorescence photons 
When above the K-edge (67 kev) or L-edge (9.9 kev). There is a 5-fold increase 
in cross section at the K edge, and about 60Jt of this is for re-radiated fluores
cence photons, varying from 56 XeV up to 67 keV. The K-L transitions leave the 
t shell vacant, and so subsequently 9-12 keV photons are emitted also due to 
L shell transitions. About So-? of the K level transitions are x-L. In Appendix 
A, Table A-XI is summarised the various cross sections in 7a in barns/ator vs 
photon energy, and an explanation is given illustrating the calculations of 
reflectivity and reflected fluxes.. The cross-section data was taken frorr tables 

f compiled by Israel and Storrr.. " The results are also summarized in Fig. 9. 
The final calculational step is now to follow the backscattered radiaticr. 

to the nearest detecting element of the Mark II, which is the pipe counter, a 
set of two concentric scintillation counters surrounding the bear pipe. Since 
the downstrearc- Jr. mask dominates the BR scattering, and this is only a first-
order estimate, we will calculate only this contribution, and reroeir-ber tc double 
the final result, since we have so far calculated only one of the two colliding 
bunches. For this purpose the solid angle from the "j m masks to the central 
beam pipe is needed, as well as the result of transmission through or scattering 
in this 2 n-.rr. Al pipe wall, and finally the amount of photon absorption in the 
pipe counter scintillators, all as a function of photon energy. The scattered 
radiation ;s essentially isotropic at these energies for all important processes, 
and bar*.ground fluxes are proportional to the respective solid angles subtended. 

Referring to Figs, h and 5, we calculate next the solid angle of the Al 
bear- pipe adjacent to the pipe counter as seen from the face of the 3 K mask, 
the backscattering source. For this purpose, the same length of beam, pipe as 
pipe counter is taken, viz., 32". It will turn out that virtually no photor.s 
can penetrate the bean pipe without interacting; therefore it is the solid ancle 
Of this segment of the bear-, pipe, not that of thf. pipe counter itself, wbic. is 
. elevant. Within the precision of this estimate, this is computed simply as 
the solid angle subtended from a point on the beam axis at the distance of the 
front of the mask, [z| = 2.60m: 

^~(£fl) = -gtcos 6 X - cos e2) , 

Refiect-vity was calculated using Ref. C for o_ , o. , - ., and o . _ , „ . , * Compton* kayleigh photoelectric' 
„ . qCompton ""tayleigh pfluoj,-escence , . . . and r = — r p * - . See Appenaix A, 

total 
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where 0,, &~ are the angles of the ends of the bean pipe segment at Z = 2.6om. 
Since the pipe radius is 3,5" = 88«9 B m ! 

«- h • *.fcTU,' °i - *•& 
-.,„ fl p.0889 o _ 2 T2° 
t a n e 2 = 2 . 6 b - 0A05 * e 2 " 2 - * 

i j (^ l ) = 1.9lxxo~U sr 

There are, of course, photons which scatter in this segment and miss the pipe 
counter, decreasing the occupancy in this counter. However, photons will also 
scatter in the pipe wall (or other materials such as flanges) outside this seg
ment and find their way to the counter, increasing the occupancy. These effects 
tend to cancel; they are neglected for th*» present estimate. 

In Table A-III is given the final calculation of energy deposit in the 
inner pipe counter, taking fluxes incident on the Al beam pipe from Tables A-I 
and A-II for the scattering from the h.o.ra. screen and Ta mask, respectively. 
It should be noted that the screen reflects a considerably larger flux than 
the Ta mask, especially at lower energies. This is principally because of the 
much larger area struck, nearly lO times larger for the screen. After integra
tions over the scatter point in the Al wall and the scatter angle, the trans
mission, T, for the Al wall is found. The rather complicated double integra
tion reduces,, because of the small slant angle (2°) and resulting large scatter 
probability of the incident y, to 

„, r1 -(ua/z)„ 
T s / e ^ ' 'dZ , 

-G 
with Z = cos ot " = angle of scattered y with respect to the normal, d = wall 
thickness = 2mm, and n{E ) = attenuation coefficient for Al. This integral 
was evaluated rumerically at each E . Allowance was made for vhe y scattering 
away from the adjacent scintillator, crossing the pipe diameter, and having a 
chance to penetrate through the pipe wall and enter the scintillator on the 
opposite side. However, this problem was approximated in two-dimensions, caking 
sets of planes of Al and scintillator rather than cylindrical geometry. This is 
expected to result in an upper limit on the energy deposited. Note that at low 
energies T is "zero"; because of the large attenuation, the scattering occurs 
very near the inside surface, and then cannot penetrate the 2 mm wall even at 
angles close to normal. Above 20 keV this attenuation drops rapidly. For the 

'This is equivalent to ^ scatter on the inside surface of beam pipe. 
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scintiilator, the average slant factor (i i as 2) was used,- at energies 
where there is appreciable flux reaching the inner scintillator, the transmission 
through the scintillator is IC/f," 80<J, so the outer scintillator receives nearly 
the full flux. The fraction of energies scattered out (via y's) or absorbed 
(via atomic electrons) as represented by t and f^ were obtained from Ref. 6, 
as were cross sections and attenuation coefficients, \i. 

The final result for this AC* configuration is that about 15° keV per bunch 
or 300 keV per two colliding bunches is deposited in each scintillator. This is 
about 23% of the 1.3 Mev deposited by a minimum ionizating charged track traversing 
the scintillator normal to the surface. The discriminator threshold setting for 
a counter of this type is set low, so the counter may be at the verge of being 
turned "full-on" (100^ occupancy) with a, 20O-keV signal. Since this results 
from many photons, the fluctuations are expected to be small, and the turn-or. 
very abrupt. Although the calculations have emphasized energy deposit rather 
than numbers of photons it is clear from the illustration how the latter may be 
estimated, the only complication being in treating fluorescence where more than 
one photon can be emitted per photoabsorptior. dvent (this will be important for 
the Hark IX Vertex Detector to be installed soon where each photon can digitize). 

It should perhaps be mentioned that some but not all of the physical processes 
7 

involved in these calculations exist in the EGS program,' popularly used for shower 
calculations. An example of an important process not treated presently in EGS is 
the Rayleigh or coherent scattering, which is especially important for high z 
materials at low energies. Here it dominates the reflectivity at energies below 
the X and I, edges. This can be seen in Table A-xi. Fluorescence is treated in 
EGS for K-shell absorption in an approximate wsy (see p. 2.15-3 of Ref, 7), and 
is not treated for other levels. 

E. Calculations of Beam-Gas Bremsstrahlung 
As in the case of SR background discussed in the previous section, an esti

mate is made here based on a computer model of the background production in PEP 
and the distribution of the background hits on various masks, followed by analysis 
of energy deposit in the pipe counter resulting from the electron showers which 
result in the masks. For the first step, Rei's, 8 an& 9 were used. VJ. Ash has 

o 
summarized the essential procedures at this stage in his note PTM-I08, which 

q 
is agreement with the results from the DECAY TURTLE7 program used in the present 
estimate for matters of convenience and precise mask geometry definition. The 
next step involves the analysis of the showers created of the beam-gas degraded 
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e~ which are swept into the masks by the overxbcusing of quadripoles Ql and 
Q2, The objective here is to estimate the residual flux of photons and electrons 
which emanates from the 3 m mask due to incomplete extinction of the showers: 
this is inevitable because of the "edge scattering" on a finite length of inner 
surface of the mask. For this purpose, a set of shower curves have been developed 
to parametrize showers in terns of the impact parameter of the electron from the 
inner edge of the mask. These curves are given and described izs Appendix B, and 7 are based on a set of computer runs using the EGS program. A thickness of 
about 30 x of tantalum was used for the mask, a length which is necessary to 
reduce the direct punch-through to a small amount (region 3 in curves). Then, 
since the backscattering is also small (region l), the dominant contribution 
to this form of background is from partially attenuated showers which re-emerge 
on the inside surface (region h), the so-called "edge scattering." This is 
perhaps best seen in Fig. B-k where the total emitted radiation (energy or 
number of photon are separately plotted) is plotted vs the impact parameter 
of the incident (degraded beam) electron. Note here that the impact point must 
be = 3.5 cm in from the edge before the edge scattering radiation is comparable 
with punch through and backscattering. Except for very small impact pare^eters, 
the residual radiation in all regions is essentially all low energy {-» 1- 3 M e V ) 
photons (Fig. A-l), and the flux is not strongly directional (Fig. B-2). It 
was found that the fluxes all approximately scaled with the incident electron 
energy, and the curves have been so normalized. 

The term "occupancy" is used to specify with what probability a region will 
+ receive a background radiation signal or e hit per beam crossing, and this is 

estimated by the DECAY TURTLE program. The shower curves of Appendis B will then 
give an estimate of the photon flux emitted in the direction of the pipe counter, 
and with the known solid angle, the flux striking this counter. The average 
angle of incidence on the beam pipe is 2.0 for photons directed toward the pipe 
counter, and for the 1- 3 Hev range of interest, the transmission probability is 
about 50$- 60%. The average energy deposited subsequently in the scintillator 
is ~ 1/3 of the incident energy. A sample calculation is given here as an 
illustration. The center of the front face of the 3m mask is taken as the 
background source point on beam axis, and tables of Ref. 6 are used for cross 
sections: 

inner pipe counter: 6± = t a n - 1 ^ fo ^VoAog m " 2 - ° 6 ° ( f a r e n d ) 

{tfl/2nt) = 2 . 8 x l 0 ' 4 
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Quter pipe counter: flj^ = t a n - 1

 z > i o ° l ^ ^ j 6 m - ^ 2 ° (far end) 

(32" long * - 1 0.127m 
10" diam.) 6 2 = t a n a .^Om-O.W-1 - 3 ' 3 1 ( n e a r e n d ) 

(^0/lni) = 3 . 9 * JO_ J* 
o = ave. y incident angle = 2.6^' o 

• 6 = bean pipe v a i l thickness = 2 mm 

u { A l ) , ^ - exp[ -^Al)d / s i« c o l C t o t t C H L j ) ^ ; f A ( C H i . i ) ^ C E 

1 . 1 • ' • t o t 

0.061 o . t9 1.U8 o.W, 0.070 
0.036 o . t£ 0.82 0.5? 0.035 

1 - e-HP/sm ? p (Transmission in Al) x [Scatter in CH Energy deposit 
0.63 0.31 0.31.7x1 Mev 
O.U2 0.28 c.;3-x; Kev 

Here ji is the attenuation coefficient, ar.d £ is the energy fraction absorbed. 
Next, let us find the occupancy and average incident particle energy. Frotr 

Fig. 3 of Ref, 8 and Table II (or from DECAY TURTLE) we find thG average energy 
of e~ striking masks in the vicinity of the detector as (P')/ p ~ O.lt, (P') * 
degraded electron energy ~ 6 GeV, In spite of the broad angular distribution 
of shower lackground flux, it is still much stronger (10- 20x ) in the forward 
than backward directions, and only the former is used. Looking at Table 11 we 
see the numbers of upstream hits on various mask apertures for a fixed 2C,ooc 
BGB events generated between 60.2 m and l.Som from the IP, a total of 78. J. T . 
Of this distance, only the pathlength up to Ql (center at 11m ) can contribute, 
so we should renormalize to 69.2 m, or 17,553 events. All hits in the upstrea-
3» mask area are used, up to Z = 5-6"1', since this entire length is visible 
to the pipe counter; there are 10~8 hits, or 6.1* of the total events. To 
convert this to occupancy, we need to know the actual number of BGB events per 
bear, crossing. The total number of BGB events per bunch crossing is: 

nun 
The residual gas is usually thought to be mostly CO, which has x = 37. "• g'cr", 
or at a standardised pressure of ~ 5 x 10~" torr, X = 4,61* lo ' w , K (Table I, = 

IP 0.83x10 /bunch, and for the computer runs E* = E, E'. = 0.01 E , and N „ = ^ * ' max * rain ' BGB 
5.7U. Using the 6. if of total BGB events which strike the upstream 3 m mask gives 
an occupancy per bunch of 0. 35, or 0,70 per crossing because of the two bunches. 
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Next it is necessary to estimate the residual photon shower flux, given 

that, on the average, 6 GeV e~ strike the mask. Here, as distinct from the 
SR background situation, we want the number of photons rather than total energy, 
since BGB is a case of low photon statistics, but relatively high trigger proba
bility per photon. The number of hits (in the run with 1076 total hits) on each 
of six steps in the upstreara 3 ns niask are tabulated, along with the average 
impact parameter (half of radial step size), and the scattered flux (region k, 

edge scattering} taken from Fig, A-2. The last three entries are quite uncertain 

> small 
z(m) 

. impact pa 
Ar(cm,' 

0.72 

tr timet er . 
" h i t s 

111 

1 an 

1 

# K 

5.59 

. impact pa 
Ar(cm,' 

0.72 

tr timet er . 
" h i t s 

111 

1 an 

1 0. 31* x 1 0 _ U 2.0 

3.32 1.12 607 z.h 1.6 17.6 

3.o3 0 . * P.2J 20 2 .1 71.2 
1.90 O.C£ hS ~ 200 2.1 173.7 
2.78 0.06 66 ~ 200 2 .7 275. ? 
2.6o 0.02 19 - 200 3.35 95.0 

W7Z 
The (attenuation in beam pipe wall)x 'scatter probability in scintillator; ~ 
C. j from above, so that the occupancy per scintillator layer per degraded 
electron hit is: 

and the double coincidence occupancy is ~ (o.lS) -'o. 7) = P.OSS. Actually ir. 
the Mack II, each hesicylirdrical half of the pipe counter is "AMved" with 
its adjacent partner, and the two such sets "OR-ed" together. This reduces 
the coincidence rate by a factor -p, so that the final predicted occupancy is: 

pipe occupancy ~ o.oll = 1.1* 
The error on this can easily be 100̂ ., since the most of the photon c or.tr l but les 
is from the close-in mask segments where the impact parameter is small and 
dK /dfl is not well determined by Fig. B-2. However, the pressure bump test 
performed by R. Larsen in the IR12 straight section gave results that, when 
scaled for the current and pressure were within a factor of three of the above 
estimate. The PEP configuration under which this test was run was not ftC*r 

but gave essentially the same predicted background hies by TURTLE (about 10^ 
less) as the AC* configuration, so that such a comparison is valid. 

http://or.tr
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'E. Phase Space Analysis of 3 and 9 m Masks 

One geometric feature of the masking system which might be of some impor
tance is illustrated in the phase space diagrams shown in Figs. 10 and 11. As 
is well known, the horizontal and vertical motions of the beam particles car. 
be described independently, and the description of the bean profile in one 
plane, -horizontal (x) for example, is given by U,6 ) plot which is the hori
zontal phase space plot, such as Fig, 10. Here the ±10 o limits have beer, 
drawn in x (with no dispersion), and B dashed line delimits the 10o loo. 
beam ellipse. The straight lines are the aperture limits of the 3 £nd 5x 
masks, ±2,9 cm and ±3-3 c n lj respectively, as transformed to z = o toy a 
simple drift distance transforms ( . J. At z = o, o ~ 0.6o mm , and a- ~ 
O.£2run for K = O,2$. It is apparent that very large amplitudes are requires 
to hit the 9x mask, about 18 c^ (x = o) or 55 c (6 = o), but more important, 
that this mask is struck before th^ 3m mask aperture limit is reached. This 
should greatly reduce background by causing showers to develop far enough away 
from the detector to be relatively innocuous. That is, the 3 m mask is shadowed 
by the 917- m a s k for large amplitudes, such as might be induced by Coulonb scat
tering or perhaps by transverse deflecting modes in the rf cavities '-noise" . 
For very large amplitudes, - hi, 0 , it is possible to hit the ;- mask directly 
as can be seen from the intersection of aperture limits at 27mm. For bear 
loss through processes where the "tails" or halo of the bea,T. is a rapidly 
decreasing function of the deviation from the central regioi. or "core" of the 
bear., this protection by phase space shadowing could be very significant. 
Although CS is one of these types of phenomena, it is possible to have scatters 
occur in the "unprotected" region, i.t,, very large x and moderate to negative 
a (or the reverse signs), h wore sophisticated mask, system conceivably might 
place a third mask with appropriate beam optics such that the aperture lines 
have opposite (positive) slope intersecting the 9 m mask aperture lines to for:* 
a closed axea around the bean phase space that excludes the 3m mask entirely; 
However, such is not the case here, and it would involve masks outside the IK 
region. 

A similar discussion applies to the phase space in the vertical {>• plane, 
as plotted in Fig. 11, Here the beam size is only a ~ 3Q U , while 0 ~ c. -7mr 

y 
(also K s 0.25). The dashed lines for the 9m mask in Fig. 11 indicate the 
present y aperture limits (at BSCV) of ±1.h cm 1 the 3 m m ask limits are the 
'There are "masks" in the straight section made of lighter materials (e.g.. 
hi). No analysis of their effect, if any, is made here. 
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. same as in x plane (circular aperture)-. ±2. gem. Hera, ~ 250 o and - 28 o 
are required before the 3 m mask is struck directly, and thu appears to shadow 
even more effectively than in the « plane. These arguments are not substan
tially changed using our current most commonly used configuration (p = "26cm"., 
where the beam dimensions o = 0.72n«n and o„ = o.OU8Bim are, respectively, 

3i y 
l6& and 6o£- larger than the AC* values. 
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APPENDIX ft: SYNCHROTRON RADIATION BACKGROUND 
(1) Reflectivity pf SR From ftl H.O.M. Screen 

Effective (slant) 
distance in screen: 

Tficicfevj 
0" Photon 

TrcMStufi+ed 

O.OQ5" «• 0.0U35" =• 1.10 mm sin 6.6° 
= 0.30 g/cm = i 

Scattering is isotropic (except for attenuation). Assuming (T^) is used to 
calculate backscatter flux, then equivalent reflectivity, r(Al), is: 

r(M) -|[(1 ; — j 
tot 

where: JJ(E ) = attenuation coefficient (cm /g) 
o = Cospton cross section times fraction of energy re-radiated 

"F£ fluorescent yield: photoelectric cross section times 
fraction of energy re-radiated 

a = fiayleigh (coherent} cross section 
1 

The factor of p is from attenuation of y entering and exiting 
material, and comes from integrating: f e ^(udx)e"^ 

.ese cross sections 
(K edge = 1.56 kev; 

The values in the table below are calculated using these cross sections as 
tabulated by Israel and Storm (o's in barns/atom) 

Table fl-I 
E 
r 

[keV) 

dN 
( -3 -*) 

y inc 

7.32c i o 7 

0

S 

c_ 

3 . 0 

IT! 
90 . 5 0 . 

" t o t 

8510. 

2 ,cm . 

1 8 9 . 9 

r ( A l ) 

o,oo& 

dK 
rCMjc^JC; 

V ine 

e 

dN 
( -3 -*) 

y inc 

7.32c i o 7 

0

S 

c_ 

3 . 0 

IT! 
90 . 5 0 . 

" t o t 

8510. 

2 ,cm . 

1 8 9 . 9 

r ( A l ) 

o,oo& 6 1 . 2 x1c 1 * 

6 5-7 3.1* Uo. 1*3.2 5070. 113 .2 0 .0065 k&.h 

8 3.9 Jt. l 10. 32.lt 2210 . ^9.3 0 . 0 1 0 i i l .O 

10 2 . 7 J*. 7 10. 2 1 . 7 1180 26.3 0 . 0 1 7 ^ . 1 

15 
l ' 3 6 7. 3 x 10 

5 -5 1. U . l * 9 7-79 0 . 0 2 5 3 6 . 0 

20 
l ' 3 6 7. 3 x 10 5 - 9 0 . 9 . 2 152 3.39 o.oi*3 31 .^ 

30 2 . 8 6 . 2 0 . fc.9 1*9-7 l . u 0 .05^ 1 5 . 2 

kO 1 .1 6 . 2 0 . 3 -1 2 5 - 2 0 . 5 6 0 . 0 5 3 5 - 8 

50 k,0X 10^ 6 . 2 0 . 2 . 1 16.1* 0 .37 0 . 0 5 0 2 . 0 

60 1 .9 6 . 0 0 . 1 .5 12. U 0 . 2 8 O.OUi; 8S90 x l o ° 

80 J4. 0 X 10 5 - 7 0. 0 . 9 0 9 . 0 0 . 2 0 0 . 0 ^ 2 1660 

100 e . i x 1 0 3 5.U 0 . 0 . 5 9 7.6 0 . 1 7 O.O38 31c 

http://32.lt
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^ r 

f Here the photon flux (•3gL)iIlc incident on the H.O.M. screen has been calculated 
using the program QSRAD of A. Clark, the actual Mark II vacuum pipe geometry, 
and a coupling K * O.30. These results are summarized in Fig. 8. 
(2) Reflectivity of SR From Ta Mask (2.6 a ) 

As in Table A-I, cross section data is taken from Hef. 6, and values are 
in barns/atom. In this case the mask is thick and no SR penetrates, so: 

1 °C + °WI + °R 
r(Ta) g|C- C " -1 , 

* "tot 
where c's are defined in Table A-I, as are other relevant details. A difference 
in this case is that the fluorescent yield is much more important, the K and L 
absorption edges both lying in the energy band of interest ( E > 5 keV): E = 
67,h keV, E T = 9.9 kev. The fluorescent contribution to reflectivity in the 
L shell (10- 12 kev} region is computed from Fef, 6, as in Table A-I, as 
a~..=o - Q - where a is o weighted by fraction of energy given 
Ft p, e. p. e.' p. e. p. e. 
to atomic electron ejected. At energies 5 67.k keV, this fluorescent energy 
gotten from o . is composed of two parts: 80$ transitions to the L-shell (cc 
transitions), and 20$ to all other levels (B transitions); only the former will 
be of interest because the subsequent p transitions are outside our energy band. 
This 80& of c_„ then de-excites from the 1>shell with a second y with ~ Sov 
probability to a y of ~ 9 k e V (weighted average). In terms of numbers of photons, 
this then leads to an enhanced reflectivity if these photons can penetrate the 
beam pipe: this occurs for a beryllium pipe (Vertex Detector), but not for an 
aluminum pipe (present geometry). The second figure in parentheses is the 
incremental enhanced value, part of which represents lower energy photons, 
subject to different (energy-dependent) treatment subsequently in beam pipe 
penetration and energy deposit in scintillator. (There is ~ 5% error near 
K edge, which is neglected, in no. of photons, since o assumes one photon 
re-radiated at incident energy, when in fact one is radiated at the K-L energy, 
57.1 keV, and subsequently another, with 8o£ probability, at 9 kev, from I, 
transitions.) "+€" indicates values just above an absorption edge in the 
table below. s i n f i ( u , f l , „ 

r * -g 5 ] 
Btot 

Tne final results of this table are shown in Fig. 9. 
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Table A - I I 

E 
r 

5 

dH 
(—*> 

inc 

8 . 2 

"Ft 

0 

°B 

2220 

" t o t r(+£ar) 

dt; 

dE J i n c 
r 

E 
r 

5 1 0 . 3 * iifif 8 . 2 

"Ft 

0 

°B 

2220 157,000 0 .0071 7 . \ x l c L 

6 8 . 1 9 -7 O 1990 101 ,000 O.OO99 B.o 
6 5 . 3 1 2 . 2 0 1600 4 8 , 6 0 0 O.OI66 8 . 6 

( L I I I > 9 - 8 8 3.B 1 4 . 2 0 1330 28 ,6oo 0 .0235 e.? 
+ e •• »• 9700 " 7 5 , 0 0 0 0 .0607 2 3 . 1 

10 3 .7 1 4 . 3 9200 1320 72 ,500 0 ,0600 2 2 . 2 

( L i z ) 11 .14 3 . 2 1 5 . 4 6100 1180 53,6oo O.0567 l o . l 

+ € • 1 f t 10U00 '• 7 4 , 9 0 0 0 .0635 2 0 . ; 

(*1> 11 .6S 2 . 9 15 . B 8600 1130 55,4oo O . 0 6 U 17. £ 
+ € 11 " 10500 •• 7 5 , 1 0 0 0 .0636 l S . l 

15 1.8 1B.4 4 300 S52 39 ,800 0 .0541 9 .7 
20 9. ox ig 2 1 . 3 1500 601 18 ,80c 0.0485 4 . 7 
30 3 - 2 2 4 . ? 340 6 , 5 0 0 0 .0502 i . 5 i 
to 2 . 1 2 6 . 6 120 252 3 ,06c 0 .058c i . 2 £ 

50 5 . 4 x lO* 2 7 . 6 50 1 6 ; l , 6 = c 0 ,06S3 3699 x 1 0 ° 

60 2 . J. 2 7 . 8 25. 122 1 ,060 o.oSol 19-0 

(K) 6 7 . 4 2 1.4 27 6 16 101 790 0 .0836 125 c 

+ c •• " 224o tf 3 , 5 i o 0 .274 ; +0 .204) 384o;+2S£c) 

60 5670 x 10° 2 7 . 5 1211. 7 4 . 5 2 ,280 0.235C+0.153) i 3 2 o > i e p c v , 

100 1215 2 £ . 7 537 4 9 . 4 1,280 0 . 0 9 5 ( + c . i 6 ^ ZlC-'-<-2C :', 
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(J) SR Penetration of Al Beam Pipe and Energy Deposit in Pipe Counter; 
Calculated occupancy From SR 
Angle of incider.ee of SR radiation backscattered from 3 m mask or H.C.M. 

screen is about 2 , resulting in a slant distance nearly 30 times the 2 ran-, heam 
pipe wall thickness, or 4(A1) = 16 g/cm . This means that nearly every incident 
photon of any energy in the 5- lOO keV range interacts in the pipe vail. Next, 
the f scatters isotropically (ave. slant factor ss 2, i.e., 6 = 6o° to normal) 
carrying off a fraction £ (Al) of its initial energy. Below about 15 keV, there 
still is little chance of escaping the beam pipe due to the large attenuation 
cross section and the small valve of f (Al) in this range. Above 15 keV, the 
SR escapes relatively easily. Valuta of \i vs E are given in Table A-I for Al. 
The fluxes incident are backscatter from the H, O.M. screen and Ta of the J P 
mask, and are computed from Q5RAD. Vhese are shown in Tables A-I and A-II, 
and their sum is given in the table below. The solid angle of the segment of 
bear, pipe adjacent to the pipe counters is (,i£l/U?_) = 1.9* 10" sr (see Sec. 
IIC). Input information to Table A-III is from Tables A-I, A-II and Ref. *.'. 
The combination CH was computed from using data from C and H separately," ari 
multiplying the H data by 1.1 to achieve the C/H= l/l. 1 ratio in polyvinyl-
toluene base scintillator (Pilot F, Y, B, NE102, etc.). 

In the table below: 
*(A1) = bean pipe wall slant distance 
S, 
f (Al) = fraction of incident y energy carried away after scatter 
r (CH) = fraction of incident y energy absorbed giving signal in 

scintillator 
F(CH) = ave. x pathlengt.n in l/k" scintillator * 0.50" = I.27 cx= 1. *l g 'c~~ 

(^W/d£r) = 1^(A':)(dN r,.'dE r) t o tf S(Ai;(l-e- l A 7' C l i ))r ! l(CH)E r = scintillator 
energy deposit per keV inc. energy 

(O.Ofe-roc (b/aton) = (i(cm2/g? for CH .; 
£H s (dW/dE\ \&E = energy deposit per energy interval 

http://incider.ee
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Table A-III 

( k e V ) 

dlC 
v d E ' t o t 

r .._ 

T 
( s ee 
text ) f S ( M ) °tot< C H > f* (CH) e - M ! ( C H ) ( — ) 

M E ' XkeV 

5 68 .5x10^ 0 . 0.016 381. 0.974 1 X 1 0 - 1 0 

2 x 10~ 6 

0 . 0 . 

6 56.4 0 . 0.018 217. 0.959 

1 X 1 0 - 1 0 

2 x 10~ 6 0 . 0 . 

8 49.8 0 . 0.023 87.3 0.915 0.005 0 . 0 . 

9.88 53.8 0 . O.033 0 . 0 . 

+ E 67.9 0 . O.033 0 . 0 . 

i o 67.3 0 . 0.034 46.0 0.858 O.062 0 . 0 . 

11,14 61.6 0 . 0 . 0 4 0 0 . 0 . 

+ 6 63.8 0 . 0 . O 4 0 0 . 0 . 

11.68 60.5 0 . 0.O43 0 . 0 . 

+ € 61.2 0 . O.043 0 . 0 . 

15 47.7 0.003 O.060 i £ . 3 O.658 0.374 0 , 1 0 2. 
20 36.2 0.055 O . 0 9 0 9.30 0.460 0.572 l .4o 

29.0 
30 
4o 
50 

16.8 
7.0 
£.37 

0.30 

0.55 
0.67 

0.23 
0.37 
0.50 

5.73 
4.77 
4.34 

0.228 
0.144 
0.118 

0.708 

0.750 
0.770 

4.41 
3.90 
2.04 

41.6 
29.7 
l * . l 

6o 10810 x i o ° 0.74 0.61 4.10 0.114 O.78I O.98 &.1 
67.42 746o 0.77 0.65 4.00 0.117 0.787 1 . 2 0 

+ € 998o(+286o) 0.77 0.65 4 . 0 0 0.117 0.787 1.60 14.3 
60 299°(+l°9°) 0.B1 0.73 3.78 0.123 0.796 0.67 B . s 

loo 550(+20O) 0.83 O.78 3.55 0.140 O.807 0.1S3 
c V. 

lESTS keV 
The total energy deposit due to two bunches is thus ~ 300 keV. Since the 

energy deposited by a minimum ionizing track, normal to the scintillator is 1.2a 
MeV, or - 4 tines the SR signal, the pipe counter is on the verge of being 
turned on by the SR background, if the threshold is set low, as it normally 
would be to have high efficiency and good timing properties. For the expected 
running conditions K =* 0.25, which results in ~ 1/2 the flux, and it is 
possible that the pipe occupancy could be ~ O1"' due to SR under "ideal" condi
tions. However if the coupling is higher than assumed in these tables (K = 0.3), 
such as for a bad beam configuration leading to large bean sizes, or a beam 
steered off magnetic axis, or simply due to the "halo" population at large a, 
the pipe counters would be expected to have full occupancy. From the table 
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we see that the transmission through the inner pipe counter is 70$- QQ%, ar.d 
so nearly the same flux hits the outer counter, and roughly the same energy 
deposit occurs there. Since the energy deposits come from large numbers of 
photons incident, the transition should be sharp between zero and full occupancy 
when the threshold is exceeded, and, of course, the coincidence required between 
inner and outer counters will not reduce the occupancy in spite of the hits 
being uncorrelated. 

Finally, the transmission, T, given in the table is calculated in two 
different ways, depending on the energy. Op to 30 keV, a two-dimensional 
problem was solved "exactly," assuming photons incident at 2 , scattering at 
an angle fl either into the pipe wall or out and toward the axis and other side 
of the pipe where it has another chance to penetrate (at angle 6). The inte
gral was done over two variables! the interaction (scatter) point and the 
scattering angle, For > l+O keV, where the x has a high probability to escape 
once it has scattered, the average escape distance was used, based on isotropic 
scattering (cos 9 = l/2, or twice the distance normal to surface). 

APPENDIX B: ELECTRON SHOWER CURVES; PHOTON ATTENUATION CURVES 
Figures B-l through B-5 summarise the results of an analysis of electron 

showers resulting from energetic electrons incident upon a tantalum mask (Z = 
73> X = 3.9 m m ) idealized as a rectangular block of 30 X thickness (see 
sketch on Fig. B-l). Such a large thickness is necessary to prevent appreciable 
shower punch through from region 1 to region 3. The results for energy and 
photon number are plotted as a function of the impact parameter, X, and in 
terms of the photon spectrum (Fig, B-l), angular distributions (Pigs. B-2 
and B-3), and the sum of energy or M vs X (Fig. B-k) for the three teqions: 
region 1, backscattering; region 3> punch through; region I*, edge sea. Bering. 
Due to the scaling nature of the results, it was possible to norma*' e these 
distributions to the incident electron energy, which for most computer runs 
was 5 GeV. Figure B-5 gives the TB and £ N distributions vs X as for Fig. 
B-h except analyzed from runs with 15 GeV e~ incident, to show the level of 
validity of scaling. The prominent peak at - 0.5 MeV on Fig. B-l results 
from positron annihilation. Indeed nearly all the endproducts are photens 
for impact parameters more than a few mm. In Fig, B-2 can be seen sharp 
forward peaking at small X, corresponding to partially developed showers 
leaking back into region k; otherwise the angular distributions are reasonably 
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Outer pipe counter; *,_ - t a n - 1 g.fo ^ j ^ , , = 2.*2° t f « end) 
(32- long x i n 107-, 
lo» dian,) e 2 • t a n

 2.oOm-o7;,ot, = ^ I — — > 
(Al/4n) = 3. 9.x 10_i* 

9 s ave, r incident angle = 2.65 
d s beam pipe wall thickness = 2mn: 

M M ^ T exp[-u(M)d/sin pj c^CH^!),-^ t V ^ ; ^ C K ^ ^ M ^ 

0.061 0.1*9 1.1*8 o . U 0.070 
0.036 0.66 0.8a 0.5? 0.035 

y 1 - e"M g/ s l T 1 3 0 (Transmission in Al; x (Scatter jr. CH Energy deposit 
1 MeV O.63 0.31 O. 3L7xlKeV 
3 MeV 0.1*2 0.28 0.333x3 MeV 
Here p. is the attenuation coefficient, and 1 is the energy fraction absorbed. 

Next, let us find the occupancy and average inciden. particle energy. Fxor 
Fig. 3 of Ref. 8 and Table II (or from DECAY TURTLE) we find t>>e average energy 
of e~ striking masks in the vicinity of the detector as (P')/P ~ O.U, (F1) = 
degraded electron energy - 6 GeV. In spite of the broad engular distribution 
of shower background flux, it is still rnuci* stronger (10- 20 x ] in the forward 
than backward directions, and only the former is used. Looking at Table 11 we 
see the numbers of upstream hits on various mask apertures for a fixed 20,000 
BGB events generated between 60.2 m and 1.80 m from the IP, a total of 78.h% . 
Of this distance, only the pathlength up to Ql (center at 11 tr. ; can contribute, 
so we should renormalize to 69.21a, or 17»o53 events. All hits in the upstrear 
3111 mask area are used, up to Z = 5.6m, since this entire length is visible 
to the pipe counter: there are I078 hits, or 6. l£ of the total events, re
convert this to occupancy, we need to know the actual number of BGB events per 
beam crossing. The total number of BGB events per bunch crossing is: 

KBGB " V 6 9 - 2 m /XD(m) Jfc^JS . 
min 

The residual gas is usually thought to be mostly CO, which has X = 37-r' ?'="". 
or at a standardized pressure of ~ 5x lo"" torr, X = l*.6lx 10 ^m. N (Table 1] = 

TO O I J 
0.83 x IO /bunch, and for the computer runs E' = E. E*._ = 0.01 £, and N = 

* ' r * max m m ' BGB 
5.7k. using the 6.1?. of total BOB events which strike the upstream jm .nask gives 
an occupancy per bunch of 0.35. or 0.70 per crossing because of the two bunches. 
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Next it is necessary to estimate the residual photon shower flux, given 

that, on the average, 6 GeV e~ strike the mask. Here, as distinct from the 
SB background situation, we want the number of photons rather than total energy, 
since BGB is a case of low photon statistics, but relatively high trigger proba
bility per photon. The number of hits (in the run with 1076 total hits) on each 
of six steps in the upstream 3 m mask are tabulated, along with the average 
impact parameter (half of radial step size), and the scattered flux (region k, 

edge scattering) taken from Fig. A-2. The last three entries are quite uncertain 

> small 
Z(.m) 

. impact p 
ilr( cm) 

O.72 

arameter. 
N h i t s 

111 

i5 
E df> 

1 

Kkr.} 
N 
r 

5-59 

. impact p 
ilr( cm) 

O.72 

arameter. 
N h i t s 

111 

i5 
E df> 

1 

0. 3U x lo"1* 2 . 0 

3.32 1.12 607 a.* 1.6 17.6 
3.03 0. S, 225 20 2 . 1 71.2 
2.90 0,05 iiO ~ 200 2,1. 173.7 
£.78 0.00 6 6 ~ 200 £ . 7 276.5 
2.60 0.02 19 ~ 200 3.35 96.0 

33TX 
The (attenuation in beam pipe wall}x (scatter probability in scintillator] ~ 
0.3 from above, so that the occupancy per scintillator layer per degrades 
electron hit is: 

1^(0.3) = 0.16 , 
and the double coincidence occupancy is — (0. IB) (0.7) = Q.022. Actually ir. 
the Mark II, each hemicylindrical half of the pipe counter is "AND-ed" with 
Its adjacent partner, and the two such sets "OR-ed" together. This reduces 
the coincidence rate by a factor •=, so that the final predicted occupancy is.-

pipe occupancy ~ 0.011 = 1.1't 
The error on this can easily be lOOf., since the most of the photon contribution 
is from the close-in mask segments where the impact parameter is small and 
dK /dfj is not well determined by Fig. B-2. However, the pressure bump test 
performed by R. Larsen in the IR12 straight section gave results that, wfcer, 
scaled for the current and pressure were within a factor of three of the above 
estimate. The PEP configuration under which this test was run was not AC*, 
but gave essentially the same predicted background hits by TURTLE (about lo* 
less) as the AC* configuration, so that such a comparison is valid. 
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E. Phase Space Analysis of 3 and 9" Masks 
One geometric feature of the masking system which night be of some impor

tance is illustrated in the phase space diagrams shown in Figs, lo and 11. As 
is well known, the horizontal and vertical motions of the bean particles can 

be described independently, and the description of the beam profile in one 
plane, horizontal (x) for example, is given by (x,^) plot which is the hori
zontal phase space plot, such as Fig. 10. Here the *10o x limits have beer, 
drawn in x (with no dispersion), and a dashed line delimits the loo , 10 o. 
beam ellipse. The straight lines are the aperture limits of the 3 and 9r 
masks, ±2.9cir. and ±3.3 cn> , respectively, as transformed to Z = O by a 
simple drift distance transform: ( . ) . At Z = O, <j ~o.6bir.ir, and a^ ~ 
0,22 mr for K = 0.25. J* is apparent that very large amplitudes are required 
to hit the 9m mask, about 18 0- (x = O) or 55- (6 = 0;, but more inportant, 
that this mask is struck before the 3'" mask aperture limit is reached. This 
should greatly reduce background by causing showers to develop far enough away 
fron the detector to be relatively innocuous. That is, the 3" mask is shadowed 
by the 9 ir. mask for large amplitudes, such as might be induced by Coulonb scat
tering or perhaps by transverse deflecting modes in the rf cavities '"noise" , 
For very large amplitudes, ~ kl C , it is possible to hit the ?ff mask directly 
as can be seen fror. the intersection of aperture limits at 2f*~ • For bear 
loss through processes where the "tails" or halo of the beam is a rapidly 
decreasing function of the deviation from the central region or "core" of the 
bear., this protection by phase space shadowing could be very significant. 
Although CS is one of these types of phenomena, it is possible to have scatters 
occur in the "unprotected" region, i.e., very large x and moderate to negative 
6 (or the reverse signs). A more sophisticated mask system conceivably might 
place a third mask with appropriate beam optics such that the aperture lines 
have opposite (positive) slope intersecting the 9 "• wask aperture lines to forr 
a closed area around the beam phase space that excludes the 3IT mask entirely; 
However, such is not the case here, and it would involve masks outside the IK 
region. 

A similar discussion applies to the phase space in the vertical (y plar.o, 
as plotted in Fig. 11. Here the beam size is only 0 ~ 30 M , while o, ~ C. 2 7 T 

y (also K s 0.25). fh* dashed lines for the 9 m ("ask in Fig, 11 indicate the 
present y aperture limits (at BSCY) of ±7.1* cm; the 3 m mask limits are the 

*Thexe are "masks" in the straight section made of liqhter materials (e.g., 
Al). No analysis of their effect, if any, is mole here. 

http://~o.6bir.ir
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> same as in x plane (circular aperture): ±2,9 cm. Here, ~ 2500 and - 28 J. 
are required before the 3 m mask is struck directly, and this appears to shadow 
even more effectively than in the x plane. These arguments are not substan
tially changed using our current most commonly used configuration (p* = "26en"), 
where tbe beam dimensions 0 s 0.72 mm and <j sc 0.048 mm are, respectively, 
l6% and. 6b?j larger than the AC* values. 
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AFPENDIX A: SYNCHHOTRON RADIATION BACKGROUND 
(1) Reflectivity of SR From Al H.O.H. Screen 

Effective (slant) 
distance in screen: oc Photon 

o.oog" 
*in 6.6° 

= O.30 g/cm = t 

ffr* SCatferect pk<*on 

Scattering is isotropic (except for attenuation). Assuming (,—s) is -used to 
calculate backscatter flux, then equivalent 

S 
C„ + 0 

-•flectivity, r(Al), is: 

r(Al) = -i[(i-e2^)_£- Fi + a~ 

where: 
tot 

o 
n(E ) = attenuation coefficient (cm /g) 
g T 
a s Compton cross section times fraction of energy re-radiated 

'F£ fluorescent yield: photoelectric cross sectxcn timet. 

fraction of energy re-radiated 
0_ = Rayleigh (coherent) cross section 

1 
The factor of -s is from attenuation of y entering and exiting 

materialj and comes from integrating: g.~v*W»* 
The values in the table below are calculated using these cross sections as 
tabulated by Israel and Storm (o's in barns/atom), (K edge = 1,56 keV} 

E r 
(KeV) 

dN 

T i n c 

7 . 3 « l o 7 

s 

3 .0 90. 

• 

°R 

50, 

f a b l e A-I 

° t o t 

2 , cm . 

189 .9 

r ( A l ) 

dK 
r ( A i ) ( ^ r ; 

X m c 

dN 

T i n c 

7 . 3 « l o 7 

s 

3 .0 90. 

• 

°R 

50, 851Q. 

2 , cm . 

189 .9 0 .00&. 6 1 . 2 x lCh 

6 5.7 3A Uo. 1*3-2 5070. 113 .2 0 . 0 0 8 ' 1*8.1* 

8 3.9 * . i 10. 32. J* 2210. ^9.3 0 .010 kl.O 

10 2 . 7 M 10. 21,. 7 H 8 0 2 6 . 3 0 . 0 1 7 ^ . 1 

15 1.3 
7 o * l o 6 

5-5 1. l t . l 3U9 7 . 7 9 0 . 0 2 J 3 5 . 0 
20 

1.3 
7 o * l o 6 5.9 0 . 9 . 2 152 3.39 0.01*3 31. t 

30 2 . 8 6.2 0 . *.9 •»9-7 1.11 0.05U 1 5 . 2 
1+0 l . l 6.2 0. 3-1 2 5 . 2 0 . 5 6 0 . 0 5 3 5.8 
50 t . O X 10^ 6 , 2 0 . 2 . 1 16. k 0 . 3 7 0 . 0 5 0 2 . 0 

60 1.9 6 . 0 0 . 1.5 1 2 . 1 0 . 2 8 o.oi*U 8690x io° 

8 0 )>.OjC 10 5.7 0 . 0 . 9 0 9 . 0 D.20 o.o!*2 1660 

100 8 . l x l o 3 5 A 0. o . 5 9 7.6 0 . 1 7 0 .03B 310 
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Here the photon flux ( • ^ ) i z i c incident on the H.O.M. screen has been calculated 
using the program QSRAD of ft. Clark, the actual Mark II vacuum pipe geometry, 
and a coupling K • 0.30. These results are summarized in Fig. 8. 

(2) Reflectivity of SR From Ta Mask (2. 6 m ) 
As in Table A-I, cross section data is taken from Ref. 6, and values are 

in bams/atom, in this case the mask is thick and no SR penetrates, so: 

r(Ta) = -g[ 5 ] , 
* "tot 

where a's are defined in Table A-I, as are other relevant details, ft difference 
in this case is that the fluorescent yield is much more important, the K ani L 
absorption edges both lying in the energy band of interest (E > 5 keV): E = 

J K 
67.lv keV, E T = 9*9 h e V - T h e fluorescent contribution to reflectivity in the 
L shell (10- 12 keV) region is computed from Ref. 6, as in Table A-1, as 

a a 
0 .=C - c , where a is 0 weighted by fraction of energy given 
to atomic electron ejected. At energies > 6f.lt keV, this fluorescent energy 
gotten from o . is composed of two parts: 80$ transitions to the L-she11 (a 
transitions}, and 20% to all other levels (p transitions); only the former vill 
be of interest because the subsequent p transitions are outside our energy band. 
This 8055 of 0 , then de-excites from the L-shell with a second yf with •>- 8 d 
probability to a f of *» 9 keV (weighted average). In terms of numbers of photons, 
this then leads to an enhanced reflectivity if these photons can penetrate the 
beam pipe: this occurs for a beryllium pipe (Vertex Detector), but not for an 
aluminum pipe (present geometry). The second figure in parentheses is the 
incremental enhanced value, part of which represents lower energy photons, 
subject to different (energy-dependent) treatment subsequently in beam pipe 
penetration and energy deposit in scintillator. (There is ~ 55 error near 
K edge, which is neglected, in no, of photons, since 0 assumes one photon 
re-radiated at incident energy, when in fact one is radiated at the K-L energy, 
57.1 keV, and subsequently another, with 8o£ probability, at 9 keV, from L 
transitions.) "+<" indicates values just above an absorption edge in the 
table below. S n / _ ,. . 

. o + a +• 0.8(+0.64)o 
2 °tot 

The final results of this table are shown in Fig. 9. 

http://67.lv
http://6f.lt
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E 

(keV) 

5 

dtf 

r mc 

10.3 * lof 

s 
g c 

8 . 2 

Table A-II 

° t o t r(+iir J /Abs. . 
v E d g e j 

E 

(keV) 

5 

dtf 

r mc 

10.3 * lof 

s 
g c 

8 . 2 O 

JR_ 

222o 

° t o t r(+iir J 
dK 

r ' — ! • 
dE 'ir.c 

X 

E 

(keV) 

5 

dtf 

r mc 

10.3 * lof 

s 
g c 

8 . 2 O 

JR_ 

222o 157 ,000 O.OO7I 7 . 3 * 10^ 
6 8.1 9-7 0 1990 101 ,000 O.OO99 8 . 0 

6 5-3 1 2 . 2 0 iSoo U8,6oo O.OI66 6.6 

<W 9.se 3.8 I t . 2 0 1330 2 8 , 6 0 0 0.023S 8.;-
+ e " •' 9700 t i 7 5 , 0 0 0 o.o6o~ 2-J.i 

10 3-7 1+ .3 9200 1320 7 2 , 5 0 0 0 .0600 2 2 . 2 

Uu> 1 1 . l t 3 . 2 15 -1 6100 1180 53,6oo 0.0567 1B.1 

+ € - " l o t 00 •' 7t,9°° 0. oG?y 2 0 . 3 

(4) 11 .6S 2 . 9 1 5 . 8 8600 1130 65,too 0. o 6 l t 17. £ 
+ € t» •• 10500 •1 7 5 , 1 0 0 0 . 0 6 3 6 16. t 

15 1.8 ie.t t3oo B52 39,8oc o . 0 5 t l 9 .7 
2C 9 . 6 * 1 0 5 2 1 . 3 1500 601 lc,SOC 0.0L8; t . T 
3c 3 . 2 2 t . ° 3to 355 6 , 5 0 0 0 .0502 1.61 
•-0 2 . 1 2 6 . 8 120 232 3,o6c 0 .0580 1.2Z 
50 5.1* x lo^ 2 7 . 6 50 153 1,690 0 .0683 3699 x l o c 

60 2 . t 2 7 . 0 25 122 i , o 5 o o . o 3 o i l?^c 

W 67. U2 l . t 27 . B 16 lOl 79t> o.o3?6 12: c 

+ € " •• 22t0 fl 3 , 5 i o o . 2 7 t ; + o , 2G^) 38lo; +236:) 
So 5o?0 x 10° 27-5 1211. 7t.5 2 , 2 8 o o .235(+o . 193) I 3 3 0 > i c j r ) 

l o o 1215 2 6 . 7 537 19. fc 1,2B0 o,o9S(*c. 161; ^ c ' j-2cr * 

http://11.lt
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(3J SR Penetration of ftl Beam Pipe and Energy Deposit in Pipe Counter; 
Calculated Occupancy Efom SR 
Angle of incidence of SR radiation backscattered from 3 as mask or H.O.M. 

screen is about 2 , resulting in a slant distance nearly 30 times the 2 ram bean 
pipe wall thickness, or f(Al) = 16 g/cm . This means that nearly every incident 
photon of any. energy in the 5- 1 0 ° k*V range interacts in the pipe wall. Next, 
the y scatters isotropically (ave, slant factor * 2 , i.e., S * 6b° to normal) 
carrying off a fraction f (Al) of its initial energy. Below about 15 keV, there 
still is little chance of escaping the beam pipe due to the large attenuation 
cross section and the small valve of t (Al) in this range. Above 15 keV, the 
SR escapes relatively easily. Values of \i vs E are given in Table A-I for Al. 
The fluxes ir-ident are backscatter from the H. 0. K. screen arc To of the - r 

5 mask, and are computed from pSEAD. These are shown in Tables A-I and A-II, 
and their sum is given in the table below. The solid angle of the segment of 
bear pipe adjacent to the pipe counters is (fflj/Ua) = l.gxlo" sr 'see Sec. 
IIC). Input information to Table A-III is from Tables A-I, A-11 and Ref. •.'. 
The combination CH was computed from using data froir. C and H Separately," ar.d 
multiplying the H data by 1.1 to achieve the C/H = l/l. I ratio in polyvinyl-
tcluene base scintillator (Pilot F, Y, B, NE102, etc.). 

In the table below: 
£(A1) = bear, pipe wall slant distance 
r (Al) = fraction of incident y" energy carried away after scatter 
t .CH) = fraction of incident y energy absorbed giving signal in 

scintillator 
J(CH) = ave, j" pathlength in l/U" scintillator = O.JO" = 1 . 2 7 C B = 1. ;i g'srT 
(dW/dB.) = 1J(^)(dty'dE r) t o tf S(Al)(l-e-^ f C H>)f A(CH)E. = scintillator 

energy deposit per keV inc. energy 
(O.Ot'-Oc (b/atom) = H(CBI*"/9) for CH , .• 
UA = {dw/dE JfcE = energy deposit per energy in t e rva l 
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Table a - l i l 

dN T 

(keV)_ ^ ) t o t lext) £[A1} W C H ) ^(CH) e ^ ^ C H > 

5 68.5x10^ o. 0.016 381. o.9?4 l x i o " 1 0 0. o. 
6 56. 4 o. 0.018 217. 0.959 2 x i o 0. o. 
8 49.8 0. 0.023 87.3 0,915 0.005 o. o. 
9.88 53.8 o. 0.033 0. 0. 
+ € 67.9 O. 0.033 °- °. 

10 67.3 o. 0.034 46.0 0.858 0.062 0. 0. 
11.14 61.6 o. 0.0U0 o. o, 
+ 6 63.6 o. o.o4o o. o. 

11.68 60.5 o. 0.043 ° . o-
+ e 61.2 o. 0.043 0. o. 

15 47.7 0.003 0.06& ie . 3 0.658 0.374 0.10 

20 3c. 2 0.055 0.099 9.30 o.46o 0.572 L4o 

30 l c . 6 O.30 0.23 5.73 0.225 0.708 4 .4 i 

40 7.c 0.55 0.37 4,77 o. l44 0.750 3.90 

50 2.37 0.67 0.50 4.3>* 0.118 0.770 2.04 

60 10810x10° 0.7* o ,6 l 4 .10 o . l l 4 0.781 0.98 

67.42 7^60 0.77 0.65 4.00 0.117 0.7B7 l .2o 

+ € 99&o(+286oJ 0.77 0.65 4.00 0.117 0.787 I.60 

80 299o(+i09o) 0.81 0.73 3.78 0.123 0.796 0.67 

100 55o(+2oo) 0.83 0,76 3,55 o . l4o 0.807 0.133 

2. 
29.c 
41.6 
29.7 
15.1 
6.1 

14.3 
8-5 

iUSTs tev 
The total energy deposit due to two bunches is thus ~ 300 kev. Since the 

energy deposited by a minimum ionizing track normal to the scintillator is 1.2Q 
MeV, or ~ 4 times the SR signal, the pipe counter is on the verge of being 
turned on by the SR background, if the threshold is set low, as it normally 
would be to have high efficiency and good timing properties. For the expected 
running conditions K « 0.25, which results in ~ l/S the flux, and it is 
possible that the pipe occupancy could be - o£ due to SR under "ideal" condi
tions. However if the coupling is higher than assumed in these tables (K = 0.3), 
such as for a bad beam configuration leading to large beam sizes, or a beam 
steered off magnetic axis, or simply due to the "halo" population at large 0, 
the pipe counters would be expected to have full occupancy. From the table 
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we see that the transmission through the inner pipe counter is 70^- 80$, and 
so nearly the same flux hits the outer counter, and roughly the same energy 
deposit occurs there. Since the energy deposits come from large numbers of 
photons incident, the transition should be sharp between zero and full occupancy 
when the threshold is exceeded, and, of course, the coincidence required between 
inner and outer counters will not reduce the occupancy in spite of the hits 
being uncorrelated. 

Finally, the transmission, T, given in the table is calculated in two 
different ways, depending on the energy. Up to 30 keV, a two-dimensional 
problem was solved "exactly," assuming photons incident at 2 , scattering at 
an angle 6 either into the pipe wall or out and toward the axis and other side 
of the pipe where it has another chance to penetrate (at angle 6). The inte
gral was done over two variables: the interaction (scatter) point and the 
scattering angle. For > 4o JceV, where the y has a high probability to escape 
once it nas scattered, the average escape distance was used, based on isotropic 
scattering (cos B = 1/2, or twice the distance normal to surface). 

APPENDIX B: ELECTRON SHOWER CURVES; PHOTON ATTENUATION CURVES 
Figures B-l through B-5 summarize the results of an analysis of electron 

showers resulting from energetic electrons incident upon a tantalum mask (z = 
73, X = 3.9mm) idealized as a rectangular block of 30" thickness (see 
sketch on Fig. B-l). such a large thickness is necessary to prevent appreciable 
shower punch through from region 1 to region 3. The results for energy and 
photon number are plotted as a function of the impact parameter, X, and in 
terms of the photon spectrum (Fig. B-l), angular distributions (Figs. B-2 
and B-3)> and the sum of energy or tl vs X (Fig. B-4) for the three regions: 
region 1, backscattering; region 3, punch through; region k, edge scattering. 
Due to the scaling nature of the results, it was possible to normalize these 
distributions to the incident electron energy, which for most computer runs 
was 5 GeV. Figure B-5 gives the TE and £ N distributions vs X as for Fig. 
B-4 except analysed from runs with 15 GeV e~ incident, to show the level of 
validity of scaling. The prominent peak at •* 0.5 HeV on Fig. 8~1 results 
from positron annihilation. Indeed nearly all the endproducts axe photons 
for impact parameters more than a few v.?.. In Fig. B-2 can be seen sharp 
forward peaking at small X, corresponding to partially developed showers 
leaking back into region k; otherwise the angular distributions are reasonably 
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sroooth and broad, though a forward/backward flux ration is usually > ID for 
X values more than a few inn. it is clear from these graphs that edge scattering 
(region h) dominates the contributions to shower background in practical ca^es, 
and to minimize this the mask should be kept physically short, i.e., the Z 

(atomic number) and p (density) should be as high as possible, or more succinctly, 
the x " measured in cm should be as small as possible. o 

Figure B-6 shows a plot of photon attenuation and energy deposit (borrowed 
from LBL Particle Data Group tables), given as an orientation over a wide energy 
range to the behavior of some of the materials (or their neighbors) that are 
considered in this note. 

APPENDIX C: DISTRIBUTIONS OF BACKGROUND TRIGGERS IN MUOK AND TIKE-OF-FI.I3KT 
COUNTERS 
shown in Fig. C-l are distributions of background triggers registered in 

two different sets of detection elements, which by their locations are expected 
to respond to different kinds of backgrounds: the muon tube (proportional, 
counters on the outermost layers of the Mark II detector, and the tirce-of-flight 
(TOF} counters, just outside the central drift chamber, but inside the magnet 
coil, shower counter and muon detector. The muon chambers tend to respond tc 
•..it background in the IR hall, especially the outer layer, while the TOF counters 
respond mainly to the background coning out of the beam pipe. Two different 
runs are analysed: 6371 and 6598. The spread of the distributions relative 
tc their means is clearly quite different for the two detector elements. In 
the earlier run, the mean is ~ 1.5 times higher for the number of muon triggers 
than for the TOF counters, yet the spread is much less for the muon tubes. In 
the later run the beam pipe was shielded by wrapping lead sheets around it, 
reducing the background in the IR hall, and the mean number muon triggers decreased 
accordingly, but still with a relatively narrow distribution. 

The interpretation of these distributions is that the outer muon tubes 
were responding to intense SR flux originating at the last main bend magnet 
before the straight section (z m 66 m ) and scattering off the beam pipe around 
Z - 10- 12 m. This scatter source was partially masked by the lead wrapping 
resulting in the observed improvement in the later run. SR flux consists of 
a very large number of low energy photons and, as has been saiJ in the text. 
should result in background effects having narrow distributional spreads due 
to the high statistics nature of the source. On the other hand showers 
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originating from lost beam particles result in much smaller numbers of higher 
energy photons and would be expected to cause effects manifested by larger 
spreads, just what seems to be observed. However, the critical energy of SF 
from the last lattice dipole is — k$ KeV, or about 30 times higher than from 
Ql and Q2, so that the tail of this spectrum reaches into the Hev region, 
energie's not unlike those of electron shower residuals, and also not completely 
attenuated by small layers (~ l/8") of lead. Other observations of backgrounds 
near the beam pipe, such as distributions of hits in the trigger chamber (0.16 -
0.2Um in radius) substantiate the interpretation that the background in the 
interior of the Mark II is dominated by showers initiated by lost beam particles. 
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On November 23, a series of background tests was run at PEP, coordinated by 
R. Larsen(and V. LUth at IRIS). This note is a summary of one of many tests done 
during that run period, viz., the pressure bump test in IR12, and an interpretation 
of the- results. A comparison is made with an a priori calculation of background 
in the Mark II detector due to beam gas brentsstrahlung (BGB) including the masking. 
Further details on this estimate will be in a following note. 

For this test PEP was run with configuration "21," and five runs were made 
(runs 15- 19) on the same beam fill of a three-bunch bean of e only, which had a 
lifetime of 8 - 9 hours. The total current only varied from about 13 to 12 mA, 
During the first and last "normalizing" runs the vacuum pumps were all operating, 
while during the intermediate runs l6, 1", 16 there were "pressure bumps" introduced 
by turning off pumps at one or both of two locations: (1) near the end of the 12B 
straight section close to the main bending magnet in arc 1, and (2) near the inser
tion doublet Q1-Q2. Figure 1 shows schematically the magnet locations in the 
straight section on one side of the IP, as well as half of one arc. The horizontal 
and vertical beam profiles are indicated^ as are positions of several vacuum gauges 
to monitor the baam pipe pressure. The pressure profile in regions 12A and 12B 
are shown in Fig. 2 vs. z. The pressure integral Jpdz from 60 m to 10 m determines 
the BGB background. The relevant rates corresponding to the runs are: 

Run Number 15 lc 17 16 19 
Beam Conditions: 

!}°m Pdz (nT-m) •com ^ ' 150. l+£5. 11*71. 2Ul. 12!*. 

Current (mA) 13 .2 1 3 . 0 12. i 12 .2 12 .0 

Lifetime (hrs) 6 . 2 8 . 9 7 .5 6.7 9 . 0 

Rates (kHz): 
Pipe Counter £.25 9 . 3 0 17. 6.9c 5-V. 
SAT K Gross 6.2c 13-3 2c. 6 9-77 7-32 

SAT 5 Gross 1.26 1.70 2 .81 I . 2 9 1.12 
TOF OUT 1.U7 2 . 0 2 3-57 1.6k 1.37 
TOF IK 1.67 2.58 Ji.52 2 . 0 3 1.7c 

Normalized Ra t e : 

Pipe ctx./iDCCT (kHz/mA) 0.I172 0.717 l.3>*7 0.567 o.i*S7 

The rate increase due to the largest pressure bump is about 3 x i o T t n e Pipe 
counter and somewhat higher for the N Gross Counter. This is explained as being 
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due to electron showers induced by energy-degraded beam e resulting from BGB 
events in the residual gas. In the usual approximation, the degraded e continues 
in nearly the incident beam direction with negligible angular spreading after the 
BG collision in the straight section (50 <= m /£>, where E' = degraded energy). 
The off-energy e are overfocused by the Ql - Q2 doublet, and driven into the beair. 
pipe, shielding, etc. causing the showers, the end-product of which is mostly 
low-energy photons (-* 1 WeV) which convert (Compton scatter) in the counters. 

in this model, only the region 60 m to 10 m contributes to BGB, since 
degraded e originating in the arcs are swept out by the bending .magnets, and 
those beyond 10 m go straight forward through the IR and detector without hitting 
anything. Therefore, the pressure integral, /, (Press)dz, has been calculated 
to make the following study of BGB. The values of the pipe counter rates, normalized 
to bean current, have been plotted vs, />dz in the corner insert shown on Fig, 2 
(other counters could have been plotted to give similar results). There is clearly 
a background rate component that responds linearly to the pressure integral, plus 
another constant background rate. If all background were due to BGB in IR12 
straight section then the dashed line eyeball fit drawn would intersect the 
origin. The relative sizes of these two components can be estimated fro- the 
"normal" runs 15 and 19 compared to the zero-pressure intercept; only a ~ l*^ 

decrease in background can be obtained by pumping a perfect vacuum in the straight 
section, implying another background component about 6 times larger than that 
induced by the pressure in the straight section. It is not now known with certainty 
the character of this other background source, although Coulomb scattering, as 
suggested in a note by Schwitters (August 18, i960) seems to be a likely candi-
date. Such elastic e~ collisions would induce large amplitude betatron oscilla
tions, causing the population in the "tails" of the transvurse beam profile to 
increase, but the energy of the scattered electron (or positrun) is not degraded 
significantly, so that the scattered e" may remain within the acceptance region 
of the beam phase space and travel through many arcs before finding ar, aperture 
limit. Small amplitude oscillations do not seam to contribute as a background 
source, as has been demonstrated by inducing a short beam lifetime and high loss 
rate by lowering the cavity rf voltages. There resulted virtually no change in 
the Hark II background rate. The naive inference from these results is that the 
unknown, and by far the largest background mechanism (if only one exists), has 
the character of: (1) large betatron amplitude, (2) induced primarily not by 

the pressure in the straight section, and therefore presumably by the pressure 
* around the ring. 

*Wote added later: A persistently higher background occurs in IR12 from the e" 
beam, by a factor of 2-3, relative to the e + beam used in the present test. Since 
the only important known asymmetry is that of the rf cavities in the straight sec
tion on the e~ side, it may be these introduce backgrounds by yet another mechanise, 
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An estimate Of background in the Hark XI pipe counter was made some tine 
ago, based on PTH-108 by Bill Ash (6/30/77), and upon studies of EGS showers 
(summarized in graph form in an imminent note). This gavt- an estimated occupancy 
of <» 1 - 2% for full beam (no n* total) at 15 Gev/beam, a 5 nTorr pressure, 
and the present geometry. Scaling this latter result to the present current 
and pressure (e.g., run 1^) predicts O.07-0.1U£, to be compared with measured 
1.5£. However, the BGB on which the rate prediction is based appears to be 
only = I5& of the total, hence the comparison should be made with 15? x 1.55! = 
0,225, close to the predicted value,* but an indication that the showering 
mechanisms of BGB and calculations thereof are reasonably well understood. 
However, it is by no means clear Vhat is the other, larger background mechar.isr., 
and how '. •-" suppress it, if that is possible. If the mechanists can be identified, 
then the means to suppress it (if any) will probably require some significant 
lead time to fabricate and install, if it is judged desirable to do sc. 

*A piece of shielding has been inadvertently left out of the Mar* 11 shieldir.3 
in a location which could well reduce the measured rate further. 
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